ABSTRACT
Introduction
The natural tendency of the human red blood cells (RBC) 1 to aggregate is very important for affecting blood viscosity at low shear rates, and further relates to the sludging in the microcirculation. The RBC aggregates are formed under low shear stress condition and normally are easily destroyed when the shear stress acting on them is increased. In these 1 red blood cells -RBC; dextran -Dx; methoxypolyethylene glycol succinimidyl propionate -mPEG-SPA; polyethylene glycol -PEG; phosphate buffered saline -PBS; neuraminidase -Neu; hematocrit -HCT; glutaraldehyde -GA; aggregation index -AI; Zetacrit -ZCT; Zeta sedimentation ratio -ZSR; relative centrifugal force -RCF aggregates the erythrocytes order themselves with the flat side to each other, resembling a stack of coins. These types of aggregates are called rouleaux. The factors determining RBC aggregation could be classified in two groups -extracellular und cellular (aggregability). The extracellular factors are: flow condition, concentration of plasma proteins (fibrinogen, immunoglobulins, albumin etc.), the presence of other macromolecules (e.g. dextrans, polyethylene glycol (PEG) etc. -used often as plasma expanders), pH-value, ionic strength, osmotic pressure. The cellular factors are: the glycocalyx (first -as polymer layer works as a steric barrier and second -bearing negatively charged sialic acid residuesis responsible for electrostatic repulsion); RBC shape and deformability -determines kinetics and extent of the contact area between the cells and so the rate and the strength of the aggregation (for recent book on the subject of RBC (1) . In this paper we make a short overview of our experimental work on the effect of different factors influencing the RBC aggregation induced by the neutral polymers dextran (Dx) and polyethylene glycol (PEG).
Materials and methods
Fresh human blood was anticoagulated with EDTA. After plasma and buffy coat removal the RBC are washed three times (centrifugation at 1000g, for 10 min, at room temperature) with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 151. Finally the RBC were suspended in PBS (with normal or decreased ionic strength) containing free polymers as aggregating agent. The Zeta sedimentation technique (2) was used to investigate the aggregation behavior of the RBC. In brief (4), RBC suspensions were filled in standard hematocrit tubes, sealed at the lower end and spun in a homemade apparatus. The spinning axis is essentially vertical. Four spinning cycles take place over three minutes. At the end of the spinning period the apparent packed cell volume (PCV) was measured and referred to as the zetacrit (ZCT). The hematocrit (HCT) was determined in the same tube in standard hematocrit centrifuge (10000 g, Fa. Heraeus Christ). The aggregation index (AI) is the Zeta sedimentation ratio (ZSR).
ZCT HCT ZSR =
The ZCT depends on the rate of subsidence of blood elements. Blood specimens, which readily aggregate, have high subsidence rates; produce low ZCT and therefore high ZSR. The tremendous advantage of the ZSR technique is that it greatly increases the extent of any possible aggregation and allows to study the role of the artificial enforcement of the cells to each other for their interactions by variation of the relative centrifugation force applied (in our case between 8 to 32 g).
Results and Discussion
The dependence of the aggregation index (ZSR) on the concentration of the neutral polymers free in solution was complicate. As shown in Fig. 1a for Dx 70000 it has a bell like form. We found the same also for Dx 500 000 (data not presented). With the PEG's we could not reach the concentration region for cell disaggregation. For all of the studied polymers increase in RBC aggregation is observed in the range 0 -3 g/dl, except for PEG 20 000, which had no measurable effect on cell-cell interactions. The extent of RBC aggregation increases with molecular mass within the range of the used polymers in this study (Fig.  1b) . The PEG seems to be a more powerful aggregating agent as compared to Dx in the low concentration region (below 1.5 g/dl). When the RCF, used to enforce the cells toward each other, is increased, aggregation rises also (Fig. 1a) . The Zeta sedimentation technique seems to be sensitive in cases of RBC-RBC interactions, where the aggregation strength is not very high. In the situation, where the aggregation power is strong (e.g. large RCF acting on the RBC, 3 g/dl polymer concentration) it could not distinguish between the effects of the different polymers (Fig. 1b) . For the Dx and PEG concentration range studied here it is now widely accepted that the aggregation of RBC is best explained by the depletion-mediated mechanism (6 entropy of macromolecules near a surface is reduced relative to that of bulk solution. This results in a decreased concentration of macromolecules near the surface (surfacedepletion layer). The attractive stress on the membrane surfaces is simply the osmotic pressure difference at the midpoint of the gap relative to the bulk region. Increasing of polymer concentration enhances the osmotic pressure difference and so the adhesive force acting on the cells. Polymer molecules attached or adsorbed on the cell surface generate steric repulsion through exclusion volume effects and so influences RBC-RBC interactions. When the surface polymer layer is the most concentrated -stability will ensue. When the free polymer is the most concentrated -aggregation will occur (6) .
The role of the electrostatic factors for the aggregation process of RBC was proved in two ways. Decreasing the ionic strength of the suspending medium lowered the aggregation (Fig. 2a) . The effect seems to depend on the type of the aggregating polymer. Dx 500 000 (1 g/dl), was found to generate stronger aggregating power than Dx 70 000, because the ionic strength reduction needed for the disaggregation effect to be observable is greater. Reducing the surface electric charge of the RBC by neuraminidase (Neu) increased RBC aggregation (Fig. 2b) . It is seen that this effect was reversed to some extent increasing the mechanical force pressing the RBC to each other. We have proved the role of the steric factors for the aggregation process modifying the cell surface with covalently bound PEG (Fig 3) . Increase in chain length and concentration of PEG linked to RBC surface reduces the aggregation probably via elevation of the steric repulsion, which counteracts the aggregating force generated by the free polymer. The influence of the incubation concentration of the activated PEG's seems to be weaker than that of the mPEG-SPA molecular size.
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C. An interesting finding is, that the steric hindrance effect was reversed to some extent by elevation of free polymer concentration (data not shown) and centrifugation forces for the longest polymer chain (mPEG-SPA 20K) used for surface covering (Fig. 3b and c, for RCF of 32 g ). This reversal of RBC aggregation reduction is not observed for 2K mPEG-SPA and never reaches the ZSR values for the control cells. It could be speculated that under this experimental conditionclose proximity of the cells to each other (Fig. 3, RCF of 32g) and sufficient long mPEG-SPA chains -the bridging between cell surfaces may play a role for the aggregation behaviour. As emphasized in reference (6) (Fig. 4a and 4b) . Evans and Parsegian (3) formulated theoretical consideration about the importance of cell deformability for RBC aggregation. The work of deformation that has to be done by the actual aggregation forces to form a stable adhesive contact between two cell surfaces includes the work required to deform cell interior (change cell volume) and cell membrane. The glutaraldehyde treatment of RBC results in intra-and intermolecular crosslinking membrane and cytosol constituents with drastically alteration of membrane viscoelastic and cytosol viscous properties with reduction in cell deformability. Incubation of RBC at temperature higher than 47 ºC also dramatically decreases cellular deformability. This results in increased needs for aggregating forces to achieve cellular adhesive contacts and formation of aggregates. In general the role of the cellular factors for the aggregation was masked through increasing the aggregating force between RBC -by appropriate concentration of polymer with suitable molecular mass, or by increase RCF acting on the cells.
